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ZYRO MUSICAL BELL

Instruction Sheet

Technical Characteristics
ZYRO BELL
The Zyro doorbell is an exciting way to welcome guests. Apart from its unique appearance and rened
nish, the Zyro is feature-rich. The doorbell can play the tunes in sequence or you can choose a specic
tune to be played, every time someone rings the bell. It also has volume control, play and pause feature
to ensure that the doorbell sounds just the way you want it. The Zyro also has in-built 96 MB of storage
that you can use to store the music of your choice. It is also equipped with a ashing LEDs that blinks
whenever a visitor rings the doorbell.

Technical Specications
Features
1. Twenty one pre-recorded tunes
2. Inbuilt storage of 96 MB that has 34 tunes pre-installed.
3. USB cable provide to add custom songs/tunes into the inbuilt storage.
4. Software for customizing the tunes you want the doorbell to play
5. Play / Pause and Reverse / Forward functions
6. Volume control and shufe function
7. Flashing LEDs
8. Unlike other doorbells that are always wall-mounted, the Zyro can be
installed on the wall as well as the ceiling.
Installation
1. Connect the wires and x the bottom plate into the ceiling or wall.
2. Match the mark and rotate the bell in the anti-clockwise direction until it matches the connector. (Refer back page)
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